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Abstract

This article is a product of a breakout session on injury prevention from the 2009 Academic Emergency Medicine consensus conference on “Public Health in the ED: Screening, Surveillance, and Intervention.” The emergency department (ED) is an important entry portal into the medical care system. Given the epidemiology of substance use among ED patients, the delivery of effective brief interventions (BIs) for alcohol, drug, and tobacco use in the ED has the potential to have a large public health impact. To date, the results of randomized controlled trials of interventional studies in the ED setting for substance use have been mixed in regard to alcohol and understudied in the area of tobacco and other drugs. As a result, there are more questions remaining than answered. The work group developed the following research recommendations that are essential for the field of screening and BI for alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs in the ED. 1) Screening—develop and validate brief and practical screening instruments for ED patients and determine the optimal method for the administration of screening instruments. 2) Key components and delivery methods for intervention—conduct research on the effectiveness of screening, brief intervention, and referral to treatment (SBIRT) in the ED on outcomes (e.g., consumption, associated risk behaviors, and medical psychosocial consequences) including minimum dose needed, key components, optimal delivery method, interventions focused on multiple risk behaviors and tailored based on assessment, and strategies for addressing polysubstance use. 3) Effectiveness among patient subgroups—conduct research to determine which patients are most likely to benefit from a BI for substance use, including research on moderators and mediators of intervention effectiveness, and examine special populations using culturally and developmentally appropriate interventions. 4) Referral strategies— a) promote prospective effectiveness trials to test best strategies to facilitate referrals and access from the ED to preventive services, community resources, and substance abuse and mental health treatment; b) examine impact of available community services; c) examine the role of stigma of referral and follow-up; and d) examine alternatives to specialized treatment referral. 5) Translation—conduct translational and cost-effectiveness research of proven efficacious interventions, with attention to fidelity, to move ED SBIRT from research to practice.
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This paper is a product of a breakout session on screening and brief intervention (SBI) for alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs from the 2009 Academic Emergency Medicine consensus conference on “Public Health in the ED: Screening, Surveillance, and Intervention.” The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has given tobacco SBI a grade A recommendation and strongly recommends that clinicians provide this service to eligible patients in primary care. They found good evidence that tobacco screening, brief intervention, and referral to treatment (SBIRT) improves important health outcomes and conclude that benefits substantially outweigh harms. The USPSTF found at least fair evidence that alcohol SBI improves important health outcomes. They conclude that benefits outweigh harms, giving it a grade B recommendation, but add that the evidence is insufficient to recommend for or against screening and behavioral counseling interventions to prevent or reduce alcohol misuse by adolescents in primary care settings. Building on this knowledge, the current working group and breakout session participants developed recommendations and future research questions for alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs: screening and intervention in the emergency department (ED).

BACKGROUND

Over 2 million ED visits in 2006 (2.3%) were related to either the patient’s use of alcohol, another person’s use of alcohol, or both according to the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey. The Drug Abuse Warning Network notes more specifically that among 1.7 million ED visits in 2006 related to drug misuse/abuse, illicit drugs accounted for 31%, and nonmedical use of prescription drugs accounted for another 28%; 7% were related to consumption of alcohol alone by a minor, and 34% were a combination of illicit drugs, alcohol, and/or nonmedical use of prescription drugs. ED patients are more likely than primary care patients or the general population to report misuse of alcohol, 5–7 drugs, 8 and tobacco. 9,10 Prior research notes at least 25% of all adult ED patients screen positive for hazardous or harmful drinking. The prevalence of tobacco use among ED patients is as high as 48%. In one study, 4.9% of all adult visits, 6.8% of all admissions, and 10.0% of all ED charges were smoking-attributable. Rockett et al. found that rates of current substance use disorders were 14.7%, and they are systematically underreported by patients. Overall, rates of substance use in the ED range from 4% to 47%, depending on the definitions and methodology used.

Many patients seen in EDs have at-risk or problem alcohol use. However, alcohol screening is limited, and even fewer patients undergoing routine care receive interventions to cut back or stop drinking. Recently, in response to increased awareness and research on the “teachable moment,” the American College of Surgeons mandated alcohol screening among admitted trauma patients for Level 1 and 2 trauma centers. Despite this progress, when screening does occur in routine clinical ED settings, it often consists of obtaining a biomarker, such as blood alcohol level, from a subset of patients based on clinical concern. However, blood alcohol concentrations and biomarkers fail to detect the majority of patients with alcohol problems.

There is currently little or no routine screening for drug use in the ED setting, likely resulting from the lack of brief drug-screening tools available and a lack of evidence-based data regarding the efficacy of ED-based drug interventions. In addition, despite strong evidence in favor of routine tobacco screening, rates of actual screening are low: from 32.5% to 56%. The ED is an important entry portal into the medical care system, especially for uninsured and underinsured patients who may have decreased access to other sources of medical care. Given the epidemiology of substance use among ED patients, the delivery of effective brief interventions (BIs) for alcohol, drug, and tobacco use in the ED has the potential to have a large public health impact.

CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE: RESEARCH ON ED-BASED BIs FOR SUBSTANCE USE

Alcohol

To address the need to identify patients with unhealthy alcohol use, and to narrow the gap between patients in need of treatment and those actually receiving services, a comprehensive integrated public health approach for the delivery of alcohol BIs has been developed: SBIRT. This model has been recommended for use in EDs, inpatient trauma units, primary care settings, and other health care settings. It has been endorsed by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and the Committee on Trauma of the American College of Surgeons. Since 2003, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration (SAMHSA) has provided funding to 11 states, six residency training programs, and 12 campuses. The recommended BI consists of a short interactive session, ranging from 5 to 60 minutes, and incorporates feedback, advice, and motivational enhancement to assist the patient in reducing substance use to lower risk of future illness and injury. These interventions have been found to be feasible to perform in the ED setting by routine ED clinical staff.

With these recommendations in place, SAMHSA has funded multiple state efforts to incorporate SBIRT for unhealthy alcohol use more widely into EDs and to develop practical protocols for best practices. Despite the enthusiasm around SBIRT, evidence regarding the efficacy of BIs in the ED has been mixed. Several studies demonstrated a beneficial effect on negative consequences. While the Academic SBIRT trial, using a quasi-experimental methodology, found reduced consumption at 3 months, effects on decreasing alcohol consumption have not been consistent in other studies. Further confusing interpretation of the evidence is that the published studies include a wide variety of patient populations: some only young adults, many only with injured patients.
**Tobacco**

Few rigorously conducted randomized trials of ED-based tobacco control interventions have been published. A recent study of 543 smokers in an ED chest pain unit found that a tailored motivational interview (MI) with follow-up telephone BI sessions, coupled with initiation of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) patch, found positive intervention effects on cessation rates at 1 month, but no difference between groups at the primary 6-month end point. Bernstein et al. found that an intervention consisting of a 1-hour lecture to providers, and placement of wallet cards in the ED promoting smokers’ quit lines, increased screening rates from 32.5% to 46.0% (p < 0.001) at eight EDs among 1,168 patients treated by 207 physicians. Finally, a study of 90 patients at a single urban ED showed no difference in self-reported abstinence rates at 3 months, although the study was underpowered.

Data from these studies suggest that even low-intensity SBIRT may prompt quit attempts, decreased cigarette use, and quitting, if offered routinely to ED smokers. Bernstein et al. randomized 338 adult smokers being discharged from the ED to usual care or a multicomponent intervention consisting of a MI, 6 weeks of NRT, and a booster telephone call. Both arms showed similar cessation rates at 3 months, proportions of patients making a quit attempt, and decreases in daily cigarette use. In multivariate logistic modeling, factors associated with quitting included any tobacco-related ICD9 code for the ED visit or patient belief that the ED visit was tobacco-related. The negative primary end point reflected a higher-than-expected quit rate in the control group, perhaps because the control arm’s assessment and brochure still provided a stronger intervention than what ED smokers normally receive.

**Drugs**

A number of studies recommend BIs for illicit drug use, however, there are few published randomized controlled BI trials with illicit substance users in any clinical setting. Promising treatment results have been shown in studies investigating the effectiveness of BIs among cocaine, heroin, and amphetamine users in non-ED-based settings. Stotts et al. found positive results from a brief MI delivered to cocaine users in a BI outpatient detoxification treatment program. Bashir et al. found positive results from a BI delivered by a primary care provider. Similarly, positive results have been reported from brief motivational interventions in cannabis-dependent adults.

Bernstein et al. reported that a BI for heroin and/or cocaine users recruited from several nonemergency clinics led to a reduction in heroin and cocaine use and an increased likelihood of abstinence from these drugs at the 6-month follow-up visit. The BI included a motivational intervention session delivered by trained peer educators and a subsequent BI booster call. The only ED-based study on drug BI, which included an active referral process, resulted in a 45% reduction in severity of drug problems among patients who kept their follow-up treatment appointments. However, this study’s conclusions are limited by the lack of a control group and a 22% follow-up rate.

It is important to understand the methodologic issues of both positive and negative studies of alcohol, tobacco, and drug SBIRT in the ED, as well as in other settings, to assist future researchers in developing efficacious interventions that can be optimally delivered and generalizable to all EDs. Many methodologic challenges remain in SBIRT research in the ED, such as assessment reactivity and the creation of procedures in obtaining credible and ethical control groups. Institutional review boards are becoming increasingly concerned regarding traditional “standard care” control groups, particularly for sensitive issues such as illicit drug use or with special populations, such as adolescents or pregnant women. Another workshop at the consensus conference dealt specifically with study designs for public health research.

In summary, to date, the results of randomized controlled trials of interventional studies in the ED setting for substance use have been mixed. As a result, there are more questions remaining than answered.

**RECOMMENDATIONS AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS FOR SBIRT IN THE ED**

**Recommendation 1: Screening**

Develop and validate brief and practical (feasible, efficient) screening instruments (particularly for illicit and prescription drug use, tobacco use, polysubstance use, and other risky health behaviors) for ED patients and determine the optimal method (technology-assisted; physician/nurse/social worker, peer educator, behavioral specialist, etc.) for administration of screening instruments.

A large body of literature exists on screening for alcohol misuse in the ED across many different populations. Two tools have been validated in ED research settings: the 10-item Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT), which assesses alcohol consumption and presence of at-risk drinking, and the three-item AUDIT-C, which assesses alcohol consumption only. Recent literature supports the internal consistency, test–retest reliability, and validity of the AUDIT-C in identifying at-risk or hazardous alcohol use. Several studies suggest that it is the optimal instrument for medical settings, but this is not without controversy in the literature. Although there are a variety of efficacious screening instruments, their effectiveness when implemented in the clinical setting varies, not only in light of their test characteristics, but also because of factors such as ease of administration in routine clinical care. For example, the AUDIT is long and needs to be scored. Therefore, its implementation is difficult when administered by clinical staff, but it has utility in the ED when self-administered via computer. The NIAAA Physicians’ Guide, developed for use by primary care physicians, recommends using the CAGE questions followed by questions concerning both quantity and frequency as a brief assessment for clinical use. This screen also has been integrated into a tool kit on the American College of Emergency Physicians’ website.
There is no standard tool for screening for tobacco use in clinical settings. Current screening practices include simple queries such as, “Do you smoke?,” or “How much do you smoke?,” which may be adequate for the ED setting. In clinical trials, patients are often screened with two items from the CDC’s Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (http://www.cdc.gov/BRFSS/) and National Health Interview Survey (http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis.htm) endorsing lifetime use of ≥100 cigarettes and being an every- or some-day smoker. Routine screening for tobacco use is not standard of care in the ED and can be improved.

No studies have adequately evaluated screening tools for drug use in an ED setting. Often a single question such as, “Do you use illicit drugs?” followed by a litany of specific drugs, is used. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health asks if one has used “a prescription drug that was not prescribed for you or that you took only for the experience or feeling it caused.” Recently, the World Health Organization sponsored a seven-country study that developed an eight-item screening instrument for at-risk use of psychoactive substances: the Alcohol, Smoking, and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST 3.0). The ASSIST assesses substance-related problems for multiple substances. Although the ASSIST may have utility in ED substance use research, this is a multipage instrument requiring scoring, and it is not ideal for translation into the ED clinical practice setting. Recently, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has modified the ASSIST for clinical applicability entitled NIDAMED. This shorter version integrates (NIDA) has modified the ASSIST for clinical applicability entitled NIDAMED. This shorter version integrates.NIAAA alcohol quantity and frequency entitled NIDAMED. This shorter version integrates.

Emergency department–based screening practices vary considerably in how they are delivered, including 1) ED clinical care provider performing screening during the course of routine duties (nurse, physician assistant, physician, etc.); 2) research staff; 3) paid or volunteer peer educator; or 4) computer. Which method is most effective at screening patients in the ED has not been determined. More information is needed on the barriers associated with these different methods, as well as their validity among special populations, including youth.

Recommendation 2: Key Components and Delivery Methods for Intervention

Conduct research on the effectiveness of SBIRT in the ED, including strategies for addressing polysubstance use, on outcomes such as consumption, associated risk behaviors, and medical and psychosocial consequences (criminal justice, education), including:

- Minimum effective dose (length of session, booster sessions);
- Key components (motivational interviewing, feedback, adjunct pharmacotherapy, role of parents/caregivers/significant others/spouse);
- Optimal delivery method (technology assisted; physician/nurse/social worker, peer educator, behavioral specialist, etc.), as well as measurement of fidelity of intervention;
- Interventions focused on multiple risk behaviors, as well as the effect of interventions tailored, based on assessment;
- Strategies for addressing polysubstance use.

Alcohol. While some recent ED-based alcohol BIs can be delivered in only 5 to 10 minutes, others are as long as 30 to 45 minutes. Some studies have utilized supplemental patient contact (booster sessions) in the hope of enhancing the intended effect. Among adult substance use treatment samples, findings for brief treatment (e.g., two to four sessions) compared to extended treatment (seven to eight sessions) show insignificant to very small effect sizes for extended treatment.

Intervention deliveries that take place after (via telephone, computer, or in person) rather than during the target ED visit may not be taking advantage of the teachable moment, although it is unclear if the teachable moment can be extended to a post-ED intervention. Further, these booster BIs are limited by lack of compliance. Nonetheless, augmenting ED-based BIs with postdischarge additional brief treatments (e.g., case management) may be appropriate for patients with substance use disorders and/or concurrent mental health and social service needs and has shown promise.

Tobacco. The dose of an intervention (number of sessions, efficacy of booster sessions, etc.) needed to prompt a quit attempt versus a successful quit is not clear. What is the expected efficacy of one-time ED interventions, particularly when a recent Cochrane review of tobacco treatment for hospitalized smokers determined that at least 1 month of outpatient booster intervention is needed to produce sustained quitting? The feasibility of NRT in the ED remains to be determined.

A better understanding of what key components of the BI are most efficacious in ED patients across all substances is needed. Recent theory and empirical findings have highlighted the mechanisms by which motivational interviewing–based interventions facilitate behavioral change. Specifically, there is evidence that use of specific MI-adherent behaviors (e.g., Open-ended questions, Affirmations, Reflections, Summary statements [OARS]) tends to reduce resistance and increase participant change talk; that change talk leads to commitment talk (e.g., “I’m going to reduce my
drinking’‘); and that commitment talk predicts clinical outcomes.27–29 However, in their review of ED-based alcohol BI, Havard et al.35 found that only 8 of 13 studies incorporated principles of motivational interviewing.

Finally, research and theories on mechanisms for behavior change in other settings illustrate that the likelihood of change can be enhanced by increasing motivation, coupled with elicitation of commitment/intentions to change and developing a specific behavioral change plan.26,89 Consistent with these notions, provision of a “full” BI (those that incorporate MI-adherent behaviors) results in significantly greater reductions in average alcohol consumption and binge drinking compared to provision of feedback only.93 Research on combining BI strategies with pharmacologic treatment to patients in the ED, or including parents/caregivers or significant others/spouse, in the BI have not been evaluated and may improve outcomes.

The optimal method of intervention delivery (face–face or technology assisted) as well as the most effective messenger type (physician, nurse, behavioral specialist, social worker), and whether effectiveness varies by patient subgroup, has yet to be determined and requires further study. With the exception of computer-based BIs, personnel have a variable level of baseline skill, training, belief in efficacy of BI, and interest in delivering all the components of BI. These inherent differences in operationalization of intervention delivery may contribute to mixed study results. Future research efforts must incorporate measures of fidelity to the intervention. Tools such as the use of workbooks94,95 may foster content adherence and should be investigated for further use as an aid to maintaining fidelity.

In the past decade, growing time constraints in the ED have prompted integration of other communication technologies (telephones, computers) to facilitate ED SBIRT delivery.90,96–98 Evidence supports the efficacy in some settings of computer-based motivational interventions for smoking cessation in adults99 and for the prevention of alcohol and/or drug use in young adults.100–108 Computers have the potential to bridge the gap between the evidence base for brief alcohol interventions and the widespread use of these best practices in clinical care. Computerized SBIRT may not only help relieve time and resource challenges, but may also facilitate SBIRT program fidelity and integrity. At the same time, computerized solutions will need to overcome obstacles such as securing personnel to oversee the hardware and preventing patients from subverting programs to use the Internet. Although it is not yet clear which SBIRT delivery method will yield the greatest effect, using computers, Web-based programs,109 and other technology holds considerable promise in other settings and should be rapidly evaluated both for primary efficacy and as an aid for translation in the ED.

BIs are often developed to change a single behavior. However, risk-taking behaviors tend to cluster in predictable ways in an individual (e.g., substance misuse, lack of seatbelt use, violence).110 Therefore, there is a need to develop, test, and implement ED-based BIs that focus on multiple risk behaviors. Furthermore, as ED-based BIs expand to include multiple risk behaviors such as polysubstance use, injury, sexually transmitted infections, and mental health screening, there is an increased need to look at cost-effective and theoretically sound approaches to tailoring intervention content to be the most salient for an individual patient or the most likely to improve health outcomes.

**Recommendation 3: Effectiveness Among Patient Subgroups**

1) Conduct research to determine which patients are most likely to benefit from a BI for substance use, including research on moderators and mediators of intervention effectiveness (e.g., age, sex, readiness to change, self-efficacy, level of substance use problem severity, how substance use was implicated in reason for ED visit, and factors related to resiliency). 2) Conduct SBIRT research among special populations: examine culturally and developmentally appropriate interventions (adolescents, college students and young adults, vulnerable racial/ethnic groups, pregnant women, and older adults).

**Alcohol.** Research on potential moderators of alcohol BIs among ED patients is nearly absent in the literature. There is some evidence that age moderates BI effectiveness in non-ED settings.29 A recent study determined that the motivational interviewing component of BI was more effective than personalized feedback only among young adults (ages 18–24 years) in the ED.93 The outcome of ED-based BI may also vary by sex.111 Although readiness to change and self-efficacy have been conceptualized as important factors in predicting response to a BI,90 few studies have focused on this issue. ED studies demonstrate a positive relationship between self-efficacy or stage of change and alcohol use over time.80,112,113 When examined as moderators of outcome in ED-based studies, however, stage of change and self-efficacy have had little impact on the effectiveness of BIs.44,114

ED-based studies have included participants with a wide spectrum of baseline consumption, from presenting to the ED with an injury and a positive blood alcohol level, without other criteria for misuse, to dependent drinkers. Several studies have limited the inclusion criteria to patients with relatively low levels of consumption, excluding the most severe drinkers. The emphasis on lower-level consumption (i.e. at-risk/hazardous drinkers) may diminish the ability to detect intervention effects.29 Some studies suggest that baseline drinking status may moderate the effect of an ED BI: those with greater quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption at baseline had larger reductions in their alcohol use at 12 months if they received a BI.39,114,115 Heavy drinkers are those most likely to have experienced negative consequences and, as a result, represent a group that may be particularly responsive to BIs. Expert consensus groups have called for the inclusion of alcohol-dependent patients in the spectrum of future ED SBIRT research.37 A key next step is determining the minimum, maximum, and moderating effects of the patient’s consumption level.
Another potential moderator is the extent to which alcohol prompted the ED visit and whether injury severity moderates intervention effectiveness. In one study among patients with a history of heavy or harmful drinking, drinking at the time of the current injury did not affect the effectiveness of the intervention. The ED SBIRT research collaborative study did not show differential effects of the BI among those with and without injury. Yet in another study, attributing the current injury to alcohol appeared to improve BI outcomes for those patients who related their ED visit to their alcohol use. This finding is consistent with Barnett et al., who found that an alcohol-related incident was associated with greater motivation to change.

**Tobacco.** Should interventions be targeted toward patients presenting with a tobacco-related problem, like chest pain or asthma? Studies to date show that ED patients with negative consequences of tobacco use are more likely to be asked about their tobacco use than those presenting with non–tobacco-related problems. There are some preliminary data to support the idea of targeting interventions toward smokers with negative consequences of smoking; a clinical trial found that patients with a tobacco-related ICD9 code or who believed that their ED visit was related to tobacco were more likely to quit.

**Drugs.** To our knowledge, there is no research on moderators of drug BI among ED patients. Research is needed to identify if principles of BI can be applied successfully to drug use, which type of drugs, and how to address the issue of polysubstance use in intervention and outcome measurement.

Across all substances there is a need for research among special populations. Adolescence is a critical period for the initiation of alcohol use with earlier age of onset increasing the risk for development of an alcohol use disorder. With results of BI studies among adults should not be generalized to underage drinkers who have a unique developmental trajectory. Although recent studies have validated measures for alcohol screening, screening measures for illicit drug use among adolescents are needed. Studies also are needed to assess the interrelationship among problem behaviors (i.e., alcohol, illicit drug use, prescription drug use, violence, sexual risk behaviors) and how multiple risk behaviors impact trajectories over key developmental transitions (e.g., entering high school, high school graduation rates, and the transition to college/work force). It is important to determine the optimal timing of BIs (ED visit only, ED visit plus postdischarge BI) to maximize effectiveness in terms of decreased alcohol use and improved health behaviors in adolescents and young adults.

There remain questions as to whether the positive effects noted in some studies with SBIRT will generalize effectively to EDs that treat predominantly vulnerable racial/ethnic groups. Currently, there is a paucity of ED SBIRT published work in this area. Finally, it can be assumed that the success of an SBIRT program will weigh heavily on the commitment of referral resources offered to follow ED-based activities. Therefore, for the full SBIRT model, including the referral component, to be efficacious culturally and linguistically sound, ED and community resources are needed.

**Recommendation 4: Referral Strategies**

1. Promote prospective cohort and comparative effectiveness trials to test best strategies to facilitate referrals and access from the ED to preventive services, community resources, and substance abuse and mental health treatment.
2. Examine the impact of available community services and whether they are culturally appropriate.
3. Examine the role of stigma of referral and follow-up.
4. Examine alternatives to specialized treatment referral (i.e., ED-based pharmacotherapy or multisession intervention strategies or colocating services in the ED, post–acute care).

Additional studies are needed to determine which intervention components and at which location (ED visit and/or post–ED visit) are most effective. As noted by Havard et al., among 13 ED studies reviewed, none fully tested all SBIRT components, and only one provided a second session. Another study found that rates of attendance to a post–ED BI were 69% when a BI was offered during the ED visit. Research should focus on what strategies facilitate completion of linkage to post-ED services and how the availability of culturally appropriate community services, and the role of patient-perceived stigma, affect successful completion of the referral process. Finally, research is needed to determine possible effective alternatives to specialized treatment referral (i.e., ED-based pharmacotherapy multisession post-ED sessions, or colocating services in the ED with an addiction specialist post–acute care).

**Recommendation 5: Translation**

Conduct translational and cost-effectiveness research of proven efficacious interventions, with attention to fidelity, barriers to successful implementation, additional training needed, and cost-effectiveness, to move ED SBIRT from research to practice.

In light of the promising results of BIs for alcohol and the critical need to address substance use in the ED, national organizations such as the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) and the American Medical Association have called for routine screening and intervention for alcohol problems among ED patients. To encourage this, in 2008 the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services created new reimbursement codes for substance use SBIs for Medicaid and Medicare recipients. This will enhance the potential for more widespread use of SBIRT techniques in the future, particularly in high-volume ED settings. Despite this laudable progress and incentive structure, as well as research demonstrating that it is feasible for ED practitioners to perform BI during the course of the ED visit, SBI among ED patients during routine clinical care is still far from widespread. More research is needed to understand possible barriers to widespread...
implementation, such as multiple demands on the time of providers and lack of skilled providers available. If clinical providers (physicians, physician assistants, nurse practitioners) are unwilling or unable to deliver SBIRT in a feasible manner, there is a need to identify and to train other personnel to deliver the intervention, such as nurses, social workers, etc.

What is the best way to train these skills? Do health care workers providing substance use interventions need formal training in motivational interviewing? If so, how should this be accomplished? Research is needed on the feasibility of integrating motivational interviewing/brief negotiated interview techniques for alcohol use problems and other medical conditions in the core curriculum of emergency medicine residencies or in the undergraduate medical education curriculum. Training in motivational interviewing skills around substance use interventions may have beneficial value to other patient-physician discussions (e.g., explaining the need for taking meds, lifestyle modification following discharge instructions). Will incorporating other uses for motivational interviewing increase the acceptability of SBIRT by health care workers?

Recent cost–benefit studies show that the average ED alcohol screening plus BI costs $632 per patient, with the majority of the cost attributed to the personnel needed to complete the screening process ($497), and identify those in need of intervention. Alcohol SBIs have the potential to reduce costs associated with injury and other alcohol-related health consequences, resulting in a savings of $3.81 for every $1 spent in trauma settings, with similar findings for primary care samples ($4.30 for every $1 spent). Unlike data regarding potential cost savings from alcohol SBIRT, approaches for illicit drug use and psychoactive prescription drug use are lacking, given the early phase of drug-related SBIRT. More research on drug SBIRT in the ED is needed prior to the cost analysis research that will be needed to guide future drug SBIRT implementation. Despite extensive data of the cost-effectiveness of tobacco dependence treatment in non-ED settings, cost-effectiveness of ED-initiated tobacco dependence treatment needs to be evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite laudable progress over the past decades in ED-based substance use screening and intervention, studies show modest efficacy with some heterogeneity of results. Research in screening, brief intervention, and referral to treatment in the ED has advanced most quickly in the area of alcohol and tobacco, with recent increase in momentum in application to drug misuse and abuse. Additional challenges remain in elucidating the most effective timing, intensity, and delivery of BIs to ED patients with substance use disorders. There remains considerable opportunity not only to move relevant research efforts and activities forward, but also to translate findings in a manner that could positively influence the public’s health in an intentional and meaningful way.
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